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from transactional purchasing to supply chain 
management, which entailed strategic interaction 
across departments, locations, operational mandates 
and budget cycles. It was expected that the full imple-
mentation of Umoja, the enterprise resource planning 
system, throughout the Secretariat would comple-
ment that procurement strategy by enhancing the co-
ordination of several interrelated business processes, 
resulting in improved efficiency and a reduction in 
duplicative administrative processes. The Secretary-
General indicated that the Procurement Division was 
undertaking several key initiatives that would further 
advance the strategic approach to UN procurement 
and modernize the acquisition process. Those initia-
tives included: using Umoja business intelligence as 
a strategic business tool; changing the procurement 
process for air charter services, in order to increase 
competition and ensure alignment with industry best 
practices; continuously professionalizing the Procure-
ment Practice Group; implementing an electronic ten-
dering (e-tendering) option; and planning a tailored 
procurement strategy for modularization of global 
field support.

The report also dealt with the next generation 
of mission-critical contracts for food rations and 
fuel, and featured the Regional Procurement Office, 
which had been established in 2013 as a pilot project 
in Entebbe, Uganda to consolidate procurement re-
quirements of several UN peacekeeping missions.

The Secretary-General noted that there was a need 
for further consideration of sustainable procurement, 
one which would integrated requirements, specifica-
tions and criteria compatible with and supportive of 
the protection of the environment, social progress and 
economic development, by seeking resource efficiency, 
improving the quality of products and services and 
ultimately optimizing costs. In order to effectively 
move forward towards implementing sustainable pro-
curement, the thorough analysis of cost and non-cost 
benefits had to be undertaken, and segments of the 
UN procurement market had to be defined; should 
Member States approve that approach in principle, 
the Procurement Division would, in cooperation with 
other Secretariat stakeholders, initiate a low-impact 
pilot project. The Secretary-General also highlighted 
existing tools and a vision for rapid response, which 
allowed for emergency delegation of procurement 
authority to speed up the delivery of urgently needed 
goods and services in force majeure situations.

In its leadership capacity, the Procurement 
Division would continue to extend its support and 
guidance to global procurement activities and identify 
areas for inter-agency cooperation.

In March [A/69/809], the Advisory Committee on 
Administrative and Budgetary Questions (acabq) 
commented on the Secretary-General’s report and 
made a number of recommendations.

abuse by UN personnel persisted, but sustained 
efforts were made to implement the policy of zero-
tolerance and strengthen inter-agency activities to 
prevent acts of sexual exploitation and abuse. The 
Secretary-General remained fully committed to a 
zero-tolerance policy and put forward a number of 
proposals for strengthening protective and preventive 
measures, based on wide-ranging recommendations 
of an interdepartmental and inter-agency working 
group whose report was considered in January 2015 
at a high-level meeting of UN senior leaders.

The Ethics Office continued to promote the highest 
standards of integrity and to foster a culture of respect, 
transparency and accountability across the Organiza-
tion. The Office also administered the financial dis-
closure programme; as at 31 July, a total of 5,488 staff 
members of the Secretariat, peacekeeping missions 
and UN entities were enrolled in the programme.

The UN system of justice, which became opera-
tional in 2009, served the staff in the Secretariat and 
the separately administered funds and programmes. 
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with the intergovernmental bodies whose utilization 
rate had fallen below the 80 per cent benchmark 
over the past three years, namely, the Committee on 
Information, the Special Committee on Peacekeeping 
Operations and its Working Group, the Special Com-
mittee on the Charter of the United Nations and on 
the Strengthening of the Role of the Organization, and 
the Executive Board of the United Nations Children’s 
Fund (unicef), and the letter sent to the President 
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a wide range of devices globally, while migrating to a 
shared secure platform approach that would reduce 
costs and ensure standards. A technology platform 
had been established that ensured that websites could 
be multilingual and that all official languages could 
readily be used.

Work had proceeded rapidly on migrating from the 
unmanaged legacy network to the standardized global 
network, which serviced 106 Secretariat site locations 
and 15,025 users. Peacekeeping missions, due to their 
environment, operated a different satellite-based 
network which, when coupled with the standardized 
global network, formed the integrated network for the 
Secretariat.

The regional technology centres had been estab-
lished and were partially operational, complementing 
the regions established for peacekeeping operations. 
They played a pivotal role in facilitating the cohe-
sive implementation of the Organization’s strategic 
initiatives. Regional technology centres adhered to a 
governance model and an annual regional technology 
centre work plan with goals to implement information 
security initiatives; harmonize service delivery; stand-
ardize the global ict network; support successful 
Umoja delivery; and establish procedures to better 
utilize global contracts. Existing capacities at UN 
Headquarters and at key offices away from Headquar-
ters had been leveraged to assign regional technology 
centre status to the existing regional centres at unon 
(for Africa), in New York (for the Americas), at the 
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the 
Pacific (escap) (for Asia) and at unog (for Europe).

With regard to global monitoring, enterprise 
network monitoring centres had been established and 
would be staffed to provide an end-to-end, around-
the-clock visibility of the global network across 
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that a number of differences remained between the 
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project until 31 December 2015, which remained 
unchanged at $385,060,300. The resource require-
ments for the biennium 2016–2017 also remained 
unchanged at $54,291,700.

Following consideration of the Secretary-General’s 
November report [A/70/7/Add.19], the Advisory Com-
mittee, made a number of recommendations.

In resolution 70/248 A (sect. XVII) of 23 Decem-
ber (see p. 000), the Assembly endorsed acabq’s rec-
ommendations, subject to the provision of the present 
resolution and approved the recommendations of the 
Board of Auditors. It welcomed the progress in imple-
menting Umoja, but regretted the delays in the imple-
mentation of extension 2 and cluster 5. It requested 
the Secretary-General to continue to implement the 
project within the approved timeline and budget, to 
conduct an objective assessment of the organizations 
readiness for business change and to ensure that the 
project was fully deployed by December 2018. The 
Assembly reiterated its request for clear and trans-
parent procedures and for a detailed accounting of 
indirect costs, which should be absorbed within the 
approved budget of each department, and requested 
the Secretary-General to avoid any further upward 
revision of the budget. It reiterated that the successful 
implementation of Umoja required the full support 
and commitment of senior management as well as 
close engagement with key stakeholders and stressed 
the importance of effective training. The Assembly 
noted that insufficient progress had been made in 
developing benefit realization plans and requested 
the Secretary-General to accelerate their development. 
It authorized the Secretary-General to postpone the 
downsizing of the Umoja project team until 31 De-
cember 2016 and approved an amount of $8,143,700, 
representing the regular budget share for the Umoja 
project for 2016–2017. It noted that requirements in 
the amount of $12,487,100 would be funded from 
extrabudgetary resources in the financial period from 
1 January 2016 to 31 December 2017.

United Nations records and archives

JIU report. By an August note [A/70/280], the 
Secretary-General transmitted to the General 
Assembly the jiu report on records and archives 
management (ram) in the UN. Jiu found that UN 
policies and procedures and the related organizational 
arrangements did not allow for effective ram either 
at Headquarters or in the field. It had looked into 
the issue not only in terms of preserving institutional 
memory, but also from the perspective of efficiency of 
working processes, accountability and transparency 
of business transactions, decision-making and risk 
management.

One of the main challenges was to ensure that the 
policy and procedures in place allowed for all rec-
ords (paper-based, digital and those based on other 

Notwithstanding the risks related to implementa-
tion, the Board said, Umoja continued to represent 
a unique opportunity to drive more cost-efficient -
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Nations System Chief Executives Board for Coordina-
tion (ceb) on the jiu report. UN organizations viewed 
the report as a valuable contribution to strengthening 
the ram process through improved governance, in-
creased accountability and transparency and en-
hanced knowledge management, including bet-
ter records preservation and institutional memory, 
which would lead to stronger, more efficient decision-
making and risk management. The organizations 
noted, however, that the report would have been 
strengthened by additional elaboration on context 
and cost-benefit considerations and risk mitigation 
measures put in place. The organizations agreed with 
jiu on the viability of the survey results used to de-
rive some conclusions, which incorporated a potential 
bias that might have affected the results. They also 
noted that a further limitation of the methodology 
and scope of the report was its focus on institutional 
arrangements and management; as acknowledged in 
the report, digital records were not addressed, even 
though they made up 98 per cent of the total number 
of records. In addition, organizations noted that the 
report would have benefited from highlighting good 
practices, especially in the area of internal control 
mechanisms in decentralized operational contexts. 
They agreed with the suggestion set out in the report 
calling for such measures, adding that specific exam-
ples of organizations having implemented those meas-
ures would have made the recommendations more 
concrete and constructive.

The organizations agreed that the recommen-
dations provided a road map for improvement in 
the core operational functions and, if effectively 
implemented and monitored, would help improve the 
records management and archives practices across all 
UN entities that participated in the evaluation. They 
also generally agreed that the recommendations be 
addressed as joint projects, in line with the High-
level Committee on Management Strategic Plan 
2013–2016, with the voluntary merging of resources 
and efforts to tackle such challenges as digital pres-
ervation. That would be especially critical because 
resources for ram functions were extremely limited.
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delivery model should be limited to the provision of 
administrative support services, and that functions 
primarily involving direct interactions with Member 
States, including troop-contributing countries, would 
continue to be located at Headquarters. It recalled that 
any changes to the existing and future service delivery 
model had to be approved by it, and emphasized the 
importance of drawing on the experience and knowl-
edge of the Umoja team, as well as the need to de-
velop and maintain in-house capacity with regard to 
shared service delivery. The Assembly requested the 
Secretary-General to review his proposal for taking 
February 2016 as a baseline for the development of 
the global service delivery model business case, tak-
ing into account the necessary stabilization period 
for Umoja, and to report on the development of the 
model at the main part of the seventy-first Assembly 
session, taking into account the use of all existing 
UN infrastructure and providing proposals for a cost-
sharing formula for future requirements related to the 
implementation of the model.

UN premises and property

Capital master plan

On 2 April, the General Assembly in resolu-
tion 69/274 A (sect. VIII) (see p. 000), dealt with 
the Capital Master Plan (cmp), taking note of the 
Secretary-General’s twelfth progress report [YUN 
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2016, approximately three years later than originally 
planned in accelerated strategy IV. The Office of the 
Capital Master Plan would close in July 2015, hav-
ing substantially completed the three main buildings, 
while the Office of Central Support Services would 
assume responsibility for completing the remaining 
elements. Those included the demolition of the North 
Lawn Building and landscaping, which were affected 
by the decision to retain the temporary building for the 
general debate of the seventieth Assembly session and 
by delays in receiving planning permits. Those residual 
works had an estimated total cost of $35 million.

The Board noted that the project would end with-
out renovating the Library and South Annex Buildings 
as initially envisaged, but interim proposals had been 
submitted. The Assembly, in resolution 69/274 A (see 
p. 000), had requested that their renovation be under-
taken as separate projects through established proce-
dures. The proposed interim arrangements for reloca-
tion of the functions of the South Annex Building, 
which included the cafeteria, and for limited works 
to the Library Building, at an estimated cost of $14 
million, would be met from within the existing cmp 
budget.

With regard to handover arrangements, the Board 
stated that the Administration was following com-
prehensive processes and procedures for handing over 
the refurbished buildings; a well-managed handover 
was essential to securing the benefits of the newly re-
furbished buildings. The Board noted that as at June 
2015, 11 of 24 contracts remained open, which the 
Administration expected to close by October 2015, 
four months later than planned.

Among the benefits of cmp, the Board considered 
that the strategic capital review, a 20-year rolling plan 
for asset maintenance, was a significant step towards 
developing a proactive long-term asset management 
strategy. The renovated campus offered a great op-
portunity to apply flexible workplace strategies and 
secure further benefits from the significant investment 
in cmp. The Board noted that the Administration 
had not yet produced a benefits statement which 
confirmed to the General Assembly that the stated 
outcomes of the project had been achieved. With the 
project coming to a close, the next progress report of 
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substantially completed by September 2014, rather 
than in mid-2013 as originally planned, meant a de-
lay of one year, which reflected the enhanced security 
upgrade as well as the time spent to address the effects 
of Storm Sandy.

As at 30 June 2015, the cost to complete the cmp 
project was projected to be $2,150.4 million (exclud-
ing the renovation of the Dag Hammarskjöld Library 
Building and the South Annex Building), in line with 
approved resources in the same amount. Approved 
resources comprised the original budget of $1,876.7 
million and donations of $114.3 million, plus interest 
income and the working capital reserve fund of $159.4 
million, excluding associated costs and the cost of the 
secondary data centre in the amount of $158.9 mil-
lion. At the time of the closure of Office of the Capital 
Master Plan, and with over 99 per cent of the funds 
expended, the final cost overrun of cmp was $159.4, 
representing an 8 per cent overrun compared to the 
approved original budget and donations.

Following review of the Secretary-General’s pro-
gress report, the Advisory Committee, in October 
[A/70/441], made a number of recommendations to the 
General Assembly.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY ACTION
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cality pay. Periodic adjustments were made on the 
basis of a comparison of net base salaries of UN of-
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observed that compensation was a major vehicle for 
staff motivation and engagement and played a signifi-
cant role in aligning staff behaviours. Therefore, de-
signing a remuneration system that reflected and pro-
moted the values of the common system could be best 
achieved if a linkage was formed with the frameworks 
for human resources management and performance 
management.

Following a process of analysis and consideration 
in three working groups, icsc at its eighty-first session 
finalized a proposal that called for a number of im-
portant changes to the compensation package of staff 
in the Professional and higher categories, namely, the 
introduction of a single salary scale, a stronger link-
age between performance and progression through 
the salary scale, and the redesign and simplification of 
specific allowances and benefits, such as the education 
grant, relocation-related elements, and field allow-
ances and benefits. Some decisions and recommenda-
tions, such as those on the performance framework 
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As at 30 June 2015, the overall percentage of female 
staff was 34.4 per cent, with the percentages in non-
field operations (departments/offices, regional com-
missions, tribunals) being 47.4 per cent and in field 
operations 21.7 per cent. The average age for all staff as 
at 30 June was 44.2 years. The number of Professional 
staff and higher was 12,590, among them 78 Under-
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Staff safety and security

Report of Secretary-General. In response to 
General Assembly resolution 69/133 [YUN 2014, 
p. 1693], the Secretary-General, in September [A/70/383], 
submitted a comprehensive report on the safety and 
security of humanitarian personnel and protection 
of UN personnel, covering the period from January 
2014 to June 2015.

The Secretary-General gave an overview of the 
global security environment, associated security threats 
and challenges facing UN personnel, and the response 
of the Organization to those threats and challenges. It 
also contained an analysis of emerging security trends, 
their key drivers and their implications for UN per-
sonnel, and highlighted the role of the Department of 
Safety and Security (dss) in strengthening safety and 
security and, in turn, enabling the UN to deliver its 
programmes across the globe.

The Secretary-General noted that UN personnel 
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had been identified as a contributing factor. A new 
residential security measures policy was approved by 
the Inter-Agency Security Management Network to 
strengthen the safety and security of UN personnel 
in and around their residences.

Female personnel continued to be proportion-
ally more affected by crime and sexual assault than 
their male colleagues, but less affected by incidents 
overall. While female personnel represented approxi-
mately 40 per cent of all UN personnel in the field, 
they accounted for 46 per cent of crime victims and 
100 per cent of sexual assault victims and constituted 
13 per cent of deaths attributed to both violent acts 
and safety-related incidents.

In 2014, six UN personnel were abducted, five of 
whom were locally recruited. All were subsequently re-
leased. Seven personnel were abducted during the first 
six months of 2015, six of whom had been released, 
while one remained in captivity in Iraq. The successful 
release of hostages was attributed to the professional 
hostage incident management capacity established 
within dss and to the support of Member States.

The number of incidents of intimidation and har-
assment, which occurred mostly in areas in which 
parties to the conflict operated without regard to 
the rule of law, increased from 108 in 2013 to 295 in 
2014. During the first half of 2015, 204 incidents were 
reported in these two categories.

The number of UN personnel detained or arrested 
had consistently decreased since 2010. Of 128 civilian 
personnel arrested in 2014, 110 were released, while 15 
remained in detention and 3 were convicted of crimes 
in national courts. While a minority of arrests involved 
legitimate criminal charges, a majority could be linked 
to misperceptions or misunderstandings of the UN 
mandate, failure to uphold the privileges and immu-
nities of the UN as recognized under international law 
or poor coordination between local authorities and the 
UN, among other challenges. Most arrests occurred in 
South Sudan, the Sudan and Syria.

The declaring of UN personnel as personae non 
gratae had, in some instances, amounted to a form 
of intimidation, including instances in which the 
declaration had come in response to the highlight-
ing of human rights issues by the personnel. Member 
States were called upon to reaffirm their commitment 
to international law, the Secretary-General said, and 
to respect the privileges and immunities of the UN. 
He urged Member States to act against all unlawful 
detention or arrests of UN personnel or obstruction to 
their freedom of movement and to investigate all seri-
ous crimes and acts of violence against UN personnel 
within their respective jurisdictions and to seek the 
prosecution of all perpetrators in that regard.

Road traffic accidents remained a leading cause of 
death and injury. In 2014, all 15 safety-related deaths 
and 91 of 101 safety-related injuries were associated 

of programmes. While the dangers in the operating 
environment had increased, as demonstrated by a rise 
in the number of attacks against UN premises in the 
first six months of 2015 relative to 2014, the impact on 
personnel had been steadily declining, with less loss of 
life annually since 2011, most likely due to improved 
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(90 per cent). Locally recruited personnel made up the 
bulk of drivers and thus were more vulnerable to road 
traffic accidents, and they were most vulnerable to the 
abuse of authority by State officials.

The Secretary-General also analysed security inci-
dents affecting humanitarian and other UN person-
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in security management, road safety, unarmed private 
security services and residential security risks for lo-
cally recruited personnel.

During the reporting period, in order to strengthen 
partnerships with ngos or operational partners under 
the Saving Lives Together framework, dss coordinated 
operational security assistance to ngos in Algeria, the 
car, the Niger, Nigeria, Somalia, South Sudan, the 
Sudan and Syria. The security management system 
also provided relocation and evacuation assistance 
to ngos in Yemen. Seventeen security managers of 
ngos enrolled in security certification programmes 
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the process of filling vacancies under the framework 
would include a new, centralized and standardized 
assessment process.

Those innovations and refinements were expected 
to reduce the time taken to evaluate and recommend 
candidates. The economies of scale and efficiencies 
created by advertising vacancies in batches, rather 
than individually, and the centrally managed re-
cruitment process should also allow for reductions in 
the time taken to complete other steps in the staffing 
timeline. To fully reap the benefits of the stream-
lined recruitment process under the framework and 
to make further progress towards achieving the 
120-day target for recruitment set by the General 
Assembly, the Secretary-General proposed that the 
advertising time for vacancies posted as part of the 
semi-annual staffing exercises be reduced from 60 to 
30 days. That would mean that it would take around 
150 days, including the 30-day advertising time, to 
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Acabq also had before it, for information, the 
report of the Board of Auditors on UN peacekeeping 
operations for the 12-months period ended 30 June 
2014 (see p. 000), which contained information on 
the audit of official travel for peacekeeping operations 
conducted by the Board in response to a request of the 
Advisory Committee.

The Committee noted that the requests in Assembly 
resolution 67/254 A [YUN 2013, p. 1439] regarding the 
exceptions to the standards of accommodation for air 
travel and the presentation of proposals for enhanc-
ing controls in that area had not been fulfilled. It rec-
ommended that the Assembly request the Secretary-
General to intensify his efforts to limit the number 
of exceptions and to strengthen internal controls in 
that regard, and to report on progress achieved in his 
next report.

Acabq noted, among other things, that the criteria 
for determining prominent traveller status should be 
clarified and that definitions should be tightened and 
consistently applied in order to allow for more stream-
lined, systematic and efficient process for responding 
to requests for exceptions to the standards of accom-
modation for air travel. The Committee recommended 
that the Assembly consider establishing a clear defi-
nition and a common set of criteria for determining 
the prominent traveller status and that it request the 
Secretary-General to submit proposals in that regard.

The Committee recommended that the Assembly 
request the Secretary-General to broaden the scope 
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types of allegations originated in six peacekeeping 
missions: monusco, with 9 of 13 allegations; unmil, 
with 3 of 5 allegations; unmiss, with 3 of 13 allega-
tions; minusma, with 2 of 3 allegations; minustah, 
with 1 of 13 allegations, and unoci, with 1 allegation.

Of the 51 allegations received in 2014, 35 were re-
corded as potentially involving 38 adults, another 9 
involved at least the same number of minors, and one 
more allegation reportedly involved two adults and 
one minor. Information concerning 6 allegations were 
insufficient to confirm the number of potential adult 
or minor victims.

Paternity claims were associated with 12 allega-
tions, 7 of which were of sexual exploitation and origi-
nated in minustah and 5 were of sexual abuse and 
originated in monusco.

With regard to investigations into the allegations 
received in 2014: 19 allegations involving at least 25 
military personnel were referred to troop-contributing 
countries for investigation. In 12 of those instances, 
the Member States involved elected to investigate the 
matter on their own or in coordination with the UN, 
while in 7 instances the absence of a reply or a reply 
that the Member State had declined to investigate the 
matter meant that investigations were undertaken by 
the UN; 25 of the 51 allegations received in 2014 were 
referred to the UN for investigation, with 11 allega-
tions involving some 13 civilian personnel, 11 allega-
tions involving at least 15 police personnel, either UN 
police officers deployed individually or members of 
formed police units, 2 allegations involving the same 
number of government-provided correctional person-
nel and 2 allegations involving as many UN military 
observers; 2 allegations were still being reviewed at the 
end of the reporting period, pending further verifica-
tion of information; information concerning 5 allega-
tions was received by oios but deemed insufficient to 
allow for further investigations; as at 31 January 2015, 
investigations into 18 allegations received in 2014 
were completed; the results of investigations into 26 
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mechanisms, led to an increase in reporting. Addi-
tional measures were taken to address the situation, 
such as clearer scrutiny of the number of participants 
in mandatory training, regular refresher briefings and 
continued awareness raising.

In 2014, 7 of the 13 allegations originating in 
minustah could be attributed to complaints made 
in order to seek a resolution with regard to paternity 
claims and obtain child support. All allegations except 
one concerned sexual relation that took place some 
years before, including two instances dating to 2009. 
When reviewed, those complaints also pointed to pos-
sible instances of sexual exploitation stemming from 
consensual sexual relations, and matters were accord-
ingly referred to investigation.

The other peacekeeping mission for which pater-
nity claims were recorded was 
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investigations and ensure that allegations were ad
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Of the 1,541 requests received in 2014, the Unit 
had closed 1,402 by the end of the year. Of the requests 
closed, 125 (9 per cent) were resolved through efforts 
by the Unit itself, by the decision makers themselves 
or with the involvement of the Office of Staff Legal 
Assistance or the Office of the Ombudsman and Me-
diation Services. In 55 per cent of closed cases, the 
contested decision was deemed not receivable.

In 2014, the United Nations Dispute Tribunal re-
ceived 411 new cases (44 per cent of which were re-
ceived from staff of agencies, funds and programmes; 
34 per cent from Secretariat staff, and 22 per cent from 
field operations staff), an increase of 42 per cent over 
2013, and disposed of 320 cases. As at 31 December 
2014, 317 cases were pending. Of the new cases, 248 
(60 per cent) were filed by males and 163 (40 per cent) 
by females. The categories of applicants who filed 
cases in 2014 were as follows: Director (20); Profes-
sional (123); General Service (169); Field Service (21); 
Security (6); Trades and Crafts (9); National Staff 
(45); and Others (18). The cases received during the 
reporting period fell into six main categories: benefits 
and entitlements (154); appointment-related matters 
(non-selection, non-promotion and other) (96); sepa-
ration from service (non-renewal and other separation 
matters) (54); disciplinary matters (14); classification 
(2); and other (91).

The Office of Staff Legal Assistance provided rep-
resentation in 104 of the 411 new cases received in 
2014. In 53 cases, staff members were represented 
by private counsel; in 9 cases, staff were represented 
by volunteers who were either current or former staff 
member; and in 245 cases, staff members represented 
themselves.

In 2014, 57 cases were decided in favour of the 
applicant either in full or in part. In 22 cases, only 
financial compensation was ordered. In 26 cases, both 
financial compensation and specific performance were 
ordered. Specific performance was ordered only in 6 
cases and in 3 cases no compensation was ordered. 
Suspension of action was requested in 57 cases and 
granted in 12 cases; 14 requests were rejected on re-
ceivability and 25 on the merits, 5 were withdrawn 
and one was transferred.

During the reporting period, the judges held one 
plenary meeting (Geneva, 28 April−5 May 2014). 
Judge Ebrahim-Carstens was elected President of the 
Tribunal for one year, from 1 July 2014 to 30 June 
2015. As in previous years, the judges continued to 
convene round-table meetings with stakeholders and 
legal practitioners.

The Dispute Tribunal was composed of eight 
judges, three of them full-time, two of them half-
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same issue or individual cases resulting in numerous 
applications.

In cases before the Tribunals, the Office held con-
sultations and provided legal advice to staff members, 
drafted submissions on their behalf, provided legal 
representation at oral hearings, held discussions with 
opposing counsel and, to the extent possible negotiated 
settlements. It similarly provided advice and assistance 
in submissions and processes before other formal bod-
ies and represented staff in formal mediation.

The Office of Administration of Justice was an 
independent office responsible for the overall coor-
dination of the formal system of administration of 
justice. Through the Office of the Executive Director, 
the Office of the Administration of Justice provided 
administrative and technical support to the Internal 
Justice Council, including with regard to its meetings 
and teleconferences and the preparation of its annual 
report to the General Assembly and the identification 
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The Office opened 2,236 cases in 2014, an increase 
of 7 per cent over the previous year. Of those cases, 
1,671 originated in the Secretariat, 431 in the funds 
and programmes, and 134 in 
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responsibility dealing with such areas as internal and 
external audit, financial management and financial 
statements, risk management and internal control 
framework.

In August 2015, the Fund launched the new, cus-
tomized Integrated Pension Administration System 
(ipas).

Administrative expenses

Report of UNJSPB. In August [A/70/325], 
unjspb presented a report on the administrative ex-
penses of the Pension Fund containing the Fund’s 
revised budget for the biennium 2014−2015, which 
indicated a reduction in appropriation amounting 
to $1,115,700. That reduction comprised amounts 
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ACABQ report. The Advisory Committee, in a 
November report [A/70/7/Add.6], declared that it was not 
in a position to recommend approval by the General 
Assembly of the additional appropriation of $493,600 
proposed by the Secretary-General. The Committee 
trusted that the Secretary-General would provide the 
additional information in that regard to the Assembly 
at the time of its consideration of the administrative 
expenses of unjspf for the biennium 2016−2017.

On 23 December, the Assembly, in resolution 
70/248 A (sect. VI) (see p. 000), endorsed the conclu-
sions and recommendations of acabq, subject to the 
provisions in the resolution. It accepted the report of the 
Board of Auditors and approved its recommendations, 
requesting the Pension Board to ensure that all recom-
mendations were implemented in full and in a timely 
manner. The Assembly noted with concern the delays 
in the receipt of payments by some new beneficiaries 
and retirees and stressed the need for appropriate action. 
Stressing the need to avoid any action that would com-


